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• Well-organized factory to produce steam
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• Control system designed to decrease waste
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Scientific Management
• Breaking down the production process into its
component parts and improving the efficiency of each
• Examined each component separately and

eliminated all false, slow, and useless movements
• jigs, fixtures, and other devices were used
• Empirical in nature, Based on the analysis and

improvement of work methods, reduction of the
time required to carry out the work
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Methods Engineering and Work
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• Time and Motion Study, emphasizing the importance
of motion study and good methods

“Elimination of every unnecessary operation”
A. H. Mogenson
The people who know any job best are the workers

doing that job (Training)
• First Ph.D. ***industrial engineering*** motion

study***1933

Psychological issues associated with worker
motivation were still missing
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The Hawthorne Experiment
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Origin?
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• Effect of rest periods
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• free lunches
• supervisory styles
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The Emergence of Operations Research

The methods used by the industrial engineers

• Statistical analysis,
• Project management techniques,
• Network-based and graphical means
Used in planning military operations.
Modeling, analysis, and general understanding of operational

problems (operations research).
1950s
Transition of industrial engineering from its prewar empirical

roots to an era of quantitative methods.
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1960s
• Linear programming
• Queuing theory
• Simulation
Understanding the behavior of large problems and

systems developed
• The ability to experiment with large systems also

placed industrial engineers on a more equal
footing with their engineering counterparts
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Absence of Fast Computers
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• large-scale manufacturing was impossible to
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Other engineers had not such limitations.
Computer age Revolutionized IE
individual human task to performance of human

organizations
• Hospitals
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now a common place occurrence and reflects
the growing maturity of this vibrant and
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

• Desire to increase productivity
• Issues associated with human performance,

ergonomics, and safety as part of the scope of the
profession

• Operations research
• Product design
• Quality management
Much of the attractiveness of industrial engineering lies

in the fact that it is an engineering field that provides
its members with a broad spectrum of career options
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• Taylor’s “Differential piece rate”
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